INCREASED USE OF LOCAL MATERIALS

Using locally available aggregates reduces highway construction costs and environmental impacts since materials are not hauled for long distances. Indiana DOT uses locally available aggregates in deeper courses of asphalt pavements, but has avoided using them in surface mixes because of concerns about pavement friction. However, a recent study sponsored by Indiana DOT found that it is possible to use some local aggregates in mixes—at about 20 to 30 percent—without a significant decrease in friction. Researchers also developed a low-cost laboratory screening test to identify which candidate local aggregates warrant the expense of additional field trials, leading to further cost savings.

BUILDING LONGER-LASTING ROADS AND BRIDGES

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS AND ANALYSIS METHODS PERMIT HEAVIER LOADS ON BRIDGES

Finding ways to increase loads that can be safely accommodated by bridges can lead to significant economic benefits. The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet recently retrofitted a 79-foot bridge deck in just two hours using high-strength aluminum panels overlaid with asphalt in place of the deteriorated concrete deck. The deck’s significantly lighter weight allows it to carry heavier trucks, its reduced construction time and allowing this type of pavement as an alternative design in the future can increase competition and further drive down costs.

MINNESOTA DEVELOPS COST-SAVING DEVICE TO REMOVE STORMWATER SEDIMENTS

To minimize the effects of stormwater runoff, which can carry pollutants from paved surfaces into waterways, agencies often use pollution control devices. Since these proprietary devices can be expensive, Minnesota DOT examined whether standard sumps that are already a common feature of stormwater infrastructure could be used to remove pollution-carrying sediments from runoff. Researchers at the University of Minnesota’s St. Anthony Falls Laboratory developed the SAFL Baffle to improve sump performance, particularly at high rates of stormwater flow when sediments tend to wash out. Research demonstrated that the SAFL Baffle, now used widely in Minnesota, virtually eliminates this washout and improves sediment capture by up to 15 percent. On average, sumps equipped with this device are removing sediments at one-third the rate that is already a common feature of stormwater infrastructure could be used to remove pollution-carrying sediments from runoff. Researchers at the University of Minnesota’s St. Anthony Falls Laboratory developed the SAFL Baffle to improve sump performance, particularly at high rates of stormwater flow when sediments tend to wash out. Research demonstrated that the SAFL Baffle, now used widely in Minnesota, virtually eliminates this washout and improves sediment capture by up to 15 percent. On average, sumps equipped with this device are removing sediments at one-third the rate that is already a common feature of stormwater infrastructure could be used to remove pollution-carrying sediments from runoff. Researchers at the University of Minnesota’s St. Anthony Falls Laboratory developed the SAFL Baffle to improve sump performance, particularly at high rates of stormwater flow when sediments tend to wash out. Research demonstrated that the SAFL Baffle, now used widely in Minnesota, virtually eliminates this washout and improves sediment capture by up to 15 percent. On average, sumps equipped with this device are removing sediments at one-third the rate.
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SAFETY TAXES AND WORK ZONES

NCHRP AND STATES ADVANCE HIGHWAY SAFETY

NCHRP was the driving force behind AASHTO’s Highway Safety Manual, which provides states with a modern, science-based approach to safety management, analysis, planning, and delivery. NCHRP research developed the HSM’s core methodologies, supported its production, and assisted in building implementation and training tools. As states take steps to put the manual’s methods into practice, NCHRP is providing support to accelerate implementation. To jump-start the NCHRP HSM Lead State initiative, Illinois DOT led a peer exchange with representatives from other lead states and FHWA to share deployments of different HSM techniques as well as approaches to overcome implementation barriers. This kind of active commitment to putting the manual to work supported its production, and assisted in building practices design guide detailing efficient clear traffic incident scenes. This reduces secondary accidents and safeguards responders and motorists alike. Moreover, given that a single minute’s time of lane blockage results in an additional four minutes of traffic delay, quicker incident clearing can make a big difference in the country’s annual 4.2 billion driver-hours in delays. To date the program has reached 23 states with approximately 13,000 responders trained, and the goal is to reach all 50 states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico by December 2014.

IMPACTING DRIVERS’ SPEED IN WYOMING, ROUTE SELECTION IN WISCONSIN

Research can help DOTs influence driver behavior and make roads safer. For instance, Wyoming DOT explored variable speed limit signs to reduce traffic speeds and improve safety in dangerous driving conditions. The results of test installations of VSL signs along 143 miles of Interstate highway were impressive: an estimated 50 fewer crashes per year and observed adherence to reduced speed limits. The study also led to legislation allowing enforcement of VSLs and expanded implementation on new routes. In another example, Wisconsin DOT research examined why drivers often choose not to use alternative routes—particularly during unplanned or emergency road closures. The study produced a toolkit of communication tools and strategies to meet drivers’ informational and decision-making needs. A multistage program will promote VSL services, consider more intuitive alternate route signage, and expand the use of situation-responsive tools like highway advisory radio and dynamic message signs.

PLANNING SMARTER, MANAGING BETTER

LOUISIANALEGISLATORS ACT ON HEAVY TRUCK RESEARCH

Sugar cane is an important cash crop in Louisiana, but with overload permits raising legal loads from 80,000 pounds to 100,000 pounds, heavy sugar cane haulers were inflicting excessive road and bridge wear. Researchers found that the average annual damage caused by heavy sugar cane trucks—$2,000 per vehicle to highways and $3,500 to bridges—far exceeded the state’s $100 special truck permit. Rather than hiking the permit fee, an alternative approach showed that requiring a minimum of six axles on the sugar cane trucks could effectively mitigate the damage. This solution was successfully enacted into Louisiana state law in 2012. It not only stemmed the costly cycle of damage and repair to roads and bridges, but tax incentives helped cover truck owners’ costs to convert or replace noncompliant trailers.

GEORGIA DESIGN-BUILD GUIDANCE BOOSTS LEGISLATIVE LIMITS

By combining design engineering with construction services into a single contract, design-build contracting can reduce project costs, improve communication, and expedite project delivery. To leverage DB contracting in Georgia, the state DOT sponsored research to develop a selection tool that assesses the benefits and risks of DB selection and provides systematic guidance on when it is the most suitable contracting option. By ensuring transparent and consistent DB implementation, the research results supported state legislative action in 2012 that raised the cap on DB from 30 to 50 percent of Georgia DOT projects and additional legislation in 2013 to allow for Best Value DB contracting.

A GREENER TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

AQUATIC VEGETATION MEASUREMENT TAKES TO THE SKIES IN NORTH CAROLINA

Along the North Carolina coast, highway projects can impact submerged aquatic vegetation, and North Carolina DOT has state and federal mandates to assess the presence of such vegetation and take appropriate mitigation steps. However, identifying and measuring submerged vegetation over thousands of acres can be technically challenging and expensive with traditional sampling methods. As an alternative, a North Carolina DOT research study used the latest in satellite imaging systems—technology originally intended for land mapping—and applied advanced statistical assessment techniques. Researchers successfully demonstrated that these images detect submerged vegetation and also gauged other features like water depth, temperature, and chemical makeup. The result: a fast and accurate tool for assessing large aquatic areas in a fraction of the time.

Michael Lewis

Director, Rhode Island DOT, and President, AASHTO

State DOTs across the nation are engaged in research and implementation to improve bicycle and pedestrian safety:

- Michigan DOT developed a best practices design guide detailing 40 different safety improvements for walking and bicycling and their impacts on crash rates and mobility. MDOT has already implemented buffered and painted bike lanes as a result of this work.
- A District of Columbia DOT before-and-after study on new bicycle facilities—including bicycle boxes, dedicated lanes, and bicycle signals—provided insights on cyclist and driver behavior and is helping DDOT tweak existing facilities and improve designs of new ones.
- Florida DOT’s research on older transportation users—both as drivers and pedestrians—guided Florida in implementing only the most effective treatments, such as fluorescent sheeting to increase urban sign visibility.
- Utah DOT analyzed high- and low-risk intersections for cyclists and pedestrians and found that incorporating longer signal lengths, providing dedicated right turn lanes, and adding street trees at intersections can significantly reduce nonmotorized accidents.

“T
he game has changed when it comes to transportation funding and oversight. Research can help us deliver infrastructure more efficiently and effectively than ever before.”

Michael Lewis

Director, Rhode Island DOT, and President, AASHTO

State research staff members often find transformative solutions by interacting with their counterparts through NCHRP panels, TRB committees, and national pooled fund studies.”

Harold “Skip” Paul

Director, Louisiana Transportation Research Center, and Chair, AASHTO Research Advisory Committee